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We show that a slab of meta-materialswith «=m=−1+iDd possesses a vortex-like surface wave with
no ability to transport energy, whose nature is completely different from a localized mode or a
standing wave. Through computations based on a rigorous time-dependent Green’s function
approach, we demonstrate that such a mode inevitably generates characteristic image oscillations in
two-dimensional focusing with even amonochromaticsource, which were observed in many
numerical simulations, but such oscillations are weak in three-dimensional focusing. ©2005
American Institute of Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1879104g

Veselago proposed that a flat slab of material with«
=m=−1 could function as a lens to focus electromagnetic
sEMd waves.1 Pendry showed that the proposed lens was in
fact aperfectone.2 It was then argued that a small deviation
in material propertiessi.e., m=−1+d and/or «=−1+dd re-
sults in a super lens with imaging resolution beyond the
usual diffraction limit.3,4 Several studies, including both
finite-difference-time-domainsFDTDd simulations5–10 and
theoretical analyses,4,11–14have been performed on such per-
fect or super lenses. The results obtained so far are, however,
not entirely consistent. Although some studies confirmed the
existences of perfect or super imaging,4,6–8,11 issues were
raised by other authors, who showed that a perfect image
could never be realized in practice5,12 and no enhanced reso-
lution was found in superlens focusing.9

Most studies to-date were interested in the stabilized im-
age pattern under a given frequency except Ref. 14 where the
relaxation was studied by an approximate model. Although
transient effects15 are less important for a conventional lens,
we show they are crucial in super lens focusing and the super
resolution is intimately related to the transient phenomena. A
pioneering FDTD simulation showed that no steady foci
were found in perfect and super lens focusing and the fields
varied dramatically over time.5 A later FDTD work identified
such dramatic field change as a characteristic oscillation.7

Other FDTD researchers also observed such oscillations, and
had to add absorptions to obtain stable images in their
simulations.8,9 Since the employed sources in all FDTD
simulations are strictlymonochromatic,5–9 the nature of this
oscillation, with such a characteristic frequency, is rather in-
triguing. In this letter, we show that a slab of«=m=−1 ma-
terial possesses aunique vortex-like surface wave with no
ability to transport energy. The nature of this state is different
from either a localized mode or a standing wave. Through
rigorous Green’s function computations, we demonstrate that
existence of such a mode inevitably leads to strong field
oscillations in two-dimensionals2Dd focusing with even a

monochromaticline source, but such oscillations are weak in
three-dimensionals3Dd focusing. We thus provide a natural
explanation for many numerical simulations,5–9 and predict a
pronounced effect of dimensionality dependence in the time
evolution of optical effects in meta-material, and in particu-
lar, the super lens focusing.

We start with establishing a rigorous GF approach to
study quantitatively the focusing effect. Using a dyadic

Green’s functionG
→→

sr ,r8 ; t ,t8d, theE field can be calculated

asEW srW ,td=−me G
→→

srW ,t ; r8W ,t8d ·JẆsr8W ,t8ddr8W dt8, whereJWsrW ,td is
a current source and the dot means time derivative. In the 2D
case, we assume a line source that is located at the origin and

operates fromt=0, with a formJWsrW ,td= ŷI0dsxddszde−iv0tustd.
A slab of meta-material of thicknessd is placed at thexy
plane betweenz=−d/2 andz=−3d/2 as a lens to focus EM
waves radiated from the source into an image plane at
z=−2d. The time-dependentE field can be written as

EW srW,td =
1

2p
E dve−ivtEW srW,vd

v

v − v0 + ih
, s1d

where EW srW ,vd=−mI0e G
→→

srW ,y8 ;vd ·ŷdy8 with G
→→

srW ,r8W ;vd

being the Fourier transform ofG
→→

srW ,t ; r8W ,t8d, and h is a
positive infinitesimal number to ensure the causality. Follow-

ing Ref. 13, we expandG
→→

srW ,r8W ;vd in different regions with
respect to parallelkW components and polarizations, and ob-

tain all components ofEW srW ,vd in every region by matching
boundary conditions. For example, on thexz plane contain-
ing the sourcesi.e., y=0d, we find for z,−3d/2 si.e., the
image regiond:adElectronic mail: phzhou@fudan.edu.cn
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E2ysx,z;vd = −
im0I0

4p
E eikxx

k0z
TTEe−ik0zzdkx. s2d

Herek=v /c, k0z
2 +ki

2=sv /cd2, TTE is the transmission coeffi-
cient for incident EM waves withkW =skWi ,kzd and transverse-
electric sTEd polarizationsi.e., E parallel to the interfaced.
We also investigate the 3D case with a point source of the

form JWsr8W ,t8d=P0ŷdsr8W de−iv0t8ust8d.13 Putting the frequency-
dependent fields as Eq.s2d back into Eq.s1d, we obtain time-
dependent field values. It has been shown thatTTE diverges
at some specificki points, corresponding to the surface wave
sSWd excitations of the slab.4 With finite absorption,uTTEu is
finite but still very large. The integration has to be done
numerically, and convergence is assured by using an adap-
tive ki mesh, withDki ~ f1+uTTEskidug−1, sampling morek
points around the singularity. A large maximumki value
skmaxd is used, and the convergence againstkmax has been
carefully checked. The same technique applies to the singu-
larity encountered in the frequency integrations1d.

We first consider the 2D case. In order to compare with
previous studies,5–10 here we also consider a postulated arti-
ficial material with «=m=1−ffp

2/ fsf + igdg with fp

=10Î2 GHz. The working frequency is 10 GHz at which«
=m.−1+ig /5 when g is very small. For a slab withd
=10 mm andg=0.005 GHz, we plotted the calculated image
resolutionwstd, defined as the peak width measured at half-
maximum, and field amplitudeuEy

2Du sat the image pointd in
Figs. 1sad and 1sbd. Results with propagating components
only skmax=v /cd are shown together for comparison. We find
that the time evolution is dominated by damped oscillations
with a characteristic period, confirming recent FDTD simu-
lation results.7 A thinner lens yields a higher-frequency os-
cillation fsee the dashed line in Fig. 1sbd for d=8 mmg, and
a largerg suppresses the oscillations betterssee the dotted
line for g=0.02 GHzd. The oscillation is apparently contrib-
uted by the evanescent waves since results including only

propagating waves do not show any oscillationsfsee the
circles in Fig. 1g.

The oscillation is closely related to the SW spectrum.16

Figure 2sad depicts the SW with TE polarization for two
lenses with different thicknesses. The SW dispersion for a
single air/lens interface is a straight parallel line at 10 GHz,
since the SW solutions have the same frequency for anyki

and any polarization when«=m=−1.17 For a slab with a
finite thickness, the coupling between two surfaces split the
SW into two branches, as shown in Fig. 2sad. The upper
slowerd branch of the SW spectrum is evensoddd with re-
spect to the centerxy plane of the lens.18 Note that the even-
mode branch starts with a positive group velocity near the
light line and then becomes a negative group velocity after
passing through a maximum with a zero group velocity. Fig-
ure 2sbd shows the density of statessDOSd of the SW exci-
tations. In 2D systems, the SW has one-dimensional
dispersion properties and DOSsvd~]k/]v=Vg

−1. The corre-
spondence between zero group velocity in Fig. 2sad and di-
verging DOS in Fig. 2sbd is obvious. In Fig. 2sbd, we see a
high DOS at 10 GHz, the frequency corresponding to the SW
at a single interface, as expected. Another high DOS is due to
the even-symmetry SW state with a zero group velocity,
which is a consequence of coupling between two interfaces,
and is thus dependent on the slab thickness as Fig 2sbd
shows. The “turning on” process of the monochromatic
source will inevitably generate other frequency components.
Given the divergence in the DOS, the maximum-frequency
SW mode will be picked out together with the working fre-
quency at 10 GHz, although its amplitude is much smaller
than that of the working frequency wave because of the fac-
tor sv−v0+ ihd−1 fsee Eq.s1dg. The beating of the input
wave sdenoted byE0e

iv0td with this transient wavesdenoted
by E1e

iv1td leads to a total field amplitude,uEstdu
=ÎuE0u2+ uE1u2+2 RefE1E0

*eisv1−v0dtg, and this is the cause of
the oscillation seen in Fig. 1. The oscillation frequency in
Fig. 1 agreesexactlywith v̄=v1−v0 found independently by
the surface wave analysis. This beating frequency is higher
in a thinner slab due to a larger splitting in the SW spectrum
caused by a stronger interface couplingssee Fig. 2d.

This particular transient wave can only be dissipated out
by absorption. To illustrate this point, we plot the field am-
plitude and the time averaged energy current along thex

direction sS̄xd as the functions ofz sfor x=y=0d in Fig. 3sad
for this particular SW. Although the field is continuous
across an air/lens interface, the energy current flows along

FIG. 1. sad Image resolutionw as a function of time in 2D focusing, calcu-
lated with only propagating componentsscirclesd and with all components
slined. Hereg=0.005 GHz andd=10 mm.sbd Time-dependent field ampli-
tudessin units ofm0I0d for lenses with different parameterssg in GHz andd
in mmd. Circles are calculated by including only propagating components
for g=0.005 GHz,d=10 mm.

FIG. 2. sad TE mode SW spectra for lenses with thicknesses 10 and 8 mm
and sbd density of states of the surface wave excitation.
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opposite directions in different sides of the interfaces, since

S̄x=sk/2vmdkResEy
*Eydl andm has opposite signs in air and

lens. In fact, at this particular frequency,S̄x integrated in air
regions completely cancel that in lens region, leading to anet

zero stime averagedd energy current alongall directionssS̄z
;0 due to the evanescent wave natured. This is illustrated by
the instantaneous pattern of the energy current distribution in
xzplane shown in Fig. 3sbd. Dynamically, energy flows back
and forth across the interfaces to form vortexes, which move
along thex direction at phase velocityv=v /ki, but no energy
is transported along any direction. Since such a state does not
transport energy, the corresponding fields of the state, once
excited by the source, cannot be damped out through lateral
transport. As a result, the oscillation willneverstop in the
case ofg=0.5 With a finiteg, the lens will eventually absorb
all the energy stored in such a state, and damp out the oscil-
lations to give a final stable image.7 This provides a complete
picture to understand the image instability in super lens
focusing.5–9

We emphasize that such a mode is different from either a
localized state or a standing wave, since our system is ho-
mogenous in thexy plane. The phase velocity is zero in a
standing wave, but is nonzero here. In fact, another state with
an opposite phase velocity also possesses anet zeroenergy
current. The negative refraction index of the lens, leading to
a backward energy current, is the key to obtain such a state.
We note the existence of such a state is inevitablesas long as
«=m=−1 at some frequencyd, independent on any specific
form of «sfd andmsfd. Further works are necessary to iden-
tify other interesting implications of this unique mode.

We now study the 3D case. In 3D, the DOS for SW goes
like k]k/]v. Sinceki extends to infinity at the frequency for

focusings10 GHz hered but is finite at the upper band edge
fsee Fig. 2sadg, the strength of this vortex state is relatively
decreased compared with that of the focusing frequency, we
thus expect weaker oscillations. Figure 4 shows theuEy

3Du
calculated with the Green’s function method at the exit sur-
face of the lens and the image point, as the functions of time
in unit of t0=2d/c sthe traveling time in vacuumd. Field val-
ues calculated by including only the propagating components
are again shown for comparison. Figure 4 shows that the
oscillation is indeed much weaker here although it is observ-
able from a zoomed view. This is thus a marked dependence
on dimensionality of the time evolution, a result probably not
noted before.

In summary, it was shown that a vortex-like surface
mode is responsible for the image oscillations observed pre-
viously for the 2D super lens focusing. The transient effect
has a strong dependence on dimensionality. All results were
obtained within a mathematically rigorous approach.
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FIG. 3. sad Distribution of uEyu ssolid line, right scaled and S̄x sdashed line,
left scaled for the TE SW at the upper band edge frequency andsbd instan-

taneousSW distribution at thexz plane for such a SW excitationflens saird
region is denoted by grayswhited colorg.

FIG. 4. Time dependent field amplitudessin units of m0P0d at the exit
surface of the lenssdottedd, at the image pointsdashedd, and at the image
point but computed by including only propagating componentsssolidd. Here
h=0.0005 GHz,g=0.002 GHz, andd=10 mm.
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